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Abstract: The goal of our project is to reduce the number of night time traffic accidents. Now that we've 

implemented this technology in our vehicles, the glare issue is nearly resolved. Every day, the number of 

automobiles on our highways grows. As a result, practically all of these vehicle manufacturers have been 

obliged to consider adding extra safety instruments and technological controls to their vehicles in order to 

provide consumers with safety in all road conditions through mass flow traffic. When asked, one should 

always clarify that proper driving is extremely difficult owing to blinding light problems and the constant 

dipping of headlights by manual methods, which frequently causes driver tiredness, especially during high 

traffic periods. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The requirement of light is incredibly common throughout night travel. An equivalent \ sheadlight that assists the driving 

force for better vision throughout night travel is additionally responsible for several accidents that square measure being 

caused. The driving force has the management of the light which might be switched from irradiation (bright) to irradiation 

(dim) (dim). The headlight needs to be adjusted in keeping with the light demand by the driving force. During pitch black 

conditions wherever there aren't any other sources of sunshine, irradiation is employed to. On all alternative cases, 

irradiation is preferred. However, in an exceedingly two-way traffic, there are vehicles plying on either side of the road. 

Therefore, once the intense lightweight from the headlight of a vehicle returning from the opposite direction falls on an 

individual, it glares him for an explicit quantity of your time. This causes disorientation thereto driver. This discomfort 

can lead to involuntary closing of the driver’s eyes momentarily. This fraction of distraction is that the prime cause of 

several road accidents. The prototype that's has been designed, reduces this drawback by really dimming down the intense 

light of our vehicle to low beam mechanically once it senses a vehicle at shut proximity approaching from the opposite 

direction.  

The entire working of the variable resistor could be an easy equipment arrangement that senses and switches the light 

according to the conditions needed. Electronic controls to connect with these products for giving the users a security 

derived all told road conditions through mass flow traffic. If asked, one should always mention that the correct driving is 

very cumbersome because off the dazzling lightweight problems and therefore the frequent dipping of headlights by 

manual means usually causes fatigue to the driving force significantly at the time of peak traffic. So, naturally to get 

eliminate this perennial drawback, an automatic mechanism needs to come back up to dip the light source mechanically 

whenever needed. For keeping an automobile under excellent management and reins of the driver, differing types of 

controls and accessories square measure provided in associate degree automobile around the driver, seat, on the dashboard 

and at the footboard. Simply, associate degree automatic dipper could be a unit, which might mechanically choose once 

the light beam must be down, and that dip the light source from that beam to a lordotic beam. Because the dipper unit is 

well connected to the lighting system of the vehicle, we have to look short into the sort and construction of a head 

lightweight before discussing the wiring diagram or the development of Automatic dippers.  

You need to have encountered this irritating state of affairs whereas driving at night-time when you realize the light focus 

from associate degree opposite vehicle falling straight in your eyes, creating things troublesome to assess. Incidentally, 

the driving force of the other vehicle may be prying an equivalent situation because of the light focus from your vehicle.  
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Such things square measure commonly tackled by exploitation manual dipper switch mechanism, wherever the driving 

force is prompted to "dip" the main focus of his light, thus giving the other vehicle an opportunity to adjust his vehicle 

and conjointly a sign that he too must "dip" his vehicle lamps. The modern lighting system consists of switches, lamps, 

wiring harness, and fuses or circuit breakers. However, the supply should even be created that the drivers of other vehicles 

returning from {the opposite the alternative the alternative} direction to not expertise a glare. For this purpose, a lordotic 

or meeting beam is additionally provided for maintaining the affordable speed with safety while not dazzling the coming 

driver. To stop dazzle to the oncoming driver throughout significantly misty or hazy conditions the sunshine concerning 

the horizontal ought to be stop.  

This is called dipping of the top shaft of light. In an average automotive, the lighting system consumes concerning seventy 

a seventy-five % of electrical energy once driven at nighttime. In terms of amperage the consumption could also be from 

24 a forty A at nighttime for al functions including the radio, heater, and transmission controls. There square measure 2 

forms of lightweight sources, namely, the one that emits lightweight and therefore the other that reflects lightweight. 

Within the case of headlamp employed in vehicles, both the things square measure combines in one. The filament of the 

electrical lamp is that the primary supply, while the reflector is remarked because the secondary supply. 

 

II. CONCEPT OF AUTOMATIC DEEPING 

A meeting beam (dip beam) is given in addition to the driving beam (high beam) in an automotive headlamp to lessen 

the blinding for people approaching the vehicle head-on. The headlight Dipping Device for a car is designed to 

automatically change the headlamp circuit to either driving or dip beam depending on the road conditions, without the 

intervention of the motive force. Manually operating the dual inline package switch is a common procedure. 

The function of the headlight is to illuminate the road ahead of the vehicle in order to show items ahead from a safe 

distance; at the same time, it should produce the least amount of pain and glare for drivers approaching from the opposite 

side. The central or double filament bulb is the most widely used and universally approved anti-dazzle configuration. 

These bulbs have two filaments, one of which is positioned in relation to the reflector to offer the most forward beam and 

the other providing the lordotic beam. This system is controlled by the driver, either by a foot switch or a switch located 

on the steering column. 

 

 
 

III. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

Motorists are facing a huge problem due to this high beam light which falls directly onto their eyes during driving. There 

are many medical facts and figures which support their problems of night driving. 

 

IV. TROXLER EFFECT 

In the medical world, Troxler impact is used to describe a sort of temporary blindness. it's otherwise referred to as the 

‘fading effect’. A study shows that if our eyes ar exposed to a really bright lightweight source of around 10000 lumens, 

we experience a glare [1–5]. This glare is produced thanks to over exposure of the rods and cones within our eye. Even 

once the source of glare is removed, associate in nursing after-image remains in our eye that makes a blind spot. This 

development is named Troxler effect. This suggests that the driver’s reaction time is exaggerated by one.4 seconds.  

For example, allow us to assume a driver travelling at sixty Miles per hour takes 0.5 seconds to react to a hazard and can 

stop within forty-one feet. Thanks to Troxler impact, the same person traveling beneath an equivalent-conditions can take 

zero.9 seconds longer to react and thus can return to a whole halt solely at 123 feet. There's an enormous difference of 

eighty-two feet. This can be over enough to cause a disaster on the road. This Troxler impact is across all ages. Any one 

exposed to fulminant bright lightweight experiences this Troxler impact. 

V. METHODOLOGY 
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The light of vehicles is fitted with 2 bulbs. One bulb is employed for prime beam and the other for the irradiation. On a 

mean, in India, the need of the light is essential from vi.00 pm until five.00 am. It is most essential throughout late night 

travels. The light will be switched between the bright and dip modes by the motive force employing a switch. The brilliant 

mode is employed once there are not any alternative sources of sunshine on the streets to assist with driving. Long 

highways, a blackness street with no lights are the ideal locations wherever one would use a bright beam. The dip or the 

irradiation is less intense than the brilliant beam. It is used under traditional night driving conditions. The dip beam is 

aimed low at the road and provides less vary. The high beam incorporates a longer vary however terribly less field 

coverage. Hence, dip beam is a smaller amount intense (700 lumens) and light beam incorporates a higher brightness 

index (1200 lumens) once tested underneath a regular distance of fifty feet from the vehicle. The high beam since 

incorporates a longer throw and a higher brightness index, can ultimately fall directly on the eyes of the motive force 

coming on the opposite facet of the traffic.  

Figure three vary of irradiation bulb (a) and high beam bulb (b) of an automotive the angle of unfold of the dip beam and 

therefore the light beam is a hundred thirty-five and fifteen severally. A human eye will stand up to a brightness of around 

a thousand lumens once the supply is at 20 feet. Thus, it's vital to create sure that our vehicle’s bright (high) beam does 

not have an effect on the motive force returning from the opposite direction. Because it isn't doable to reduce the intensity 

of our light, all we have to try and do is to change all the way down to the dip beam till the traffic has kicked the bucket. 

This will guarantee a secure and a friendly driving on the road throughout the night. 

 

VI. CONSTRUCTION 

The circuit could be a simple assembly of commonly used circuit components. The components are chosen with utmost 

care and accuracy so on keep the planning simple and straightforward to implement. 

The various components utilized in the circuit are LDR (light dependent Resistor), two resistors as a possible divider, 

Transistor, Relay switch, LED bulbs and a Supply voltage. The LDR is employed to sense the incoming light. Because 

the name suggests, its resistance value will vary in keeping with the intensity of sunshine that's incident upon its sensor. 

Higher the sunshine intensity, lower will be its resistance. The resistors used are a typical 0.25-watt, 1.6 kilo ohm and 30 

ohms. They're used a possible divider in order to manage the gate current to the transistor. To sense a wider range of 

sunshine intensities, a POT may be used. The transistor is often a BJT (bipolar junction transistor) or a MOSFET (metal 

oxide field effect transistor). If BJT is employed, then the standard BC 547 is preferred. If a higher switching speed is 

required, then MOSFET –IRF 840 may be used. The relay used could be a 400-ohm coil, 12 Volt, 5 terminal types. The 

normally-open contact is connected to the shaft of light bulb of the vehicle while the normally-closed contact is connected 

to the ray bulb. A supply of 12 volts is required for the circuit. It's taken from the vehicle’s battery box. This is often 

preferred for 2 reasons. First, it's a continuing DC supply and second, there's no need for introducing a separate electrical 

supply source. Two 0.25-watt LED bulbs are taken for simulating the headlights of the vehicle. One represents the intense 

mode bulb and therefore the other, the ray of light bulb. 
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VII. PRINCIPLE OF WORKING 

From the layout, the fundamental idea about the working of the circuit may be understood. The LDR acts as rheostat. So, 

the LDR, the 2 resistors form a possible divider network which is able to decide the current within the circuit. Thus, this 

balanced network gives a trigger to the gate/base of the transistor. The design of this particular circuit gets a trigger if 

there's a voltage imbalance in the circuit thanks to change in resistance of the LDR because of the sunshine source. The 

basic operation is like that of a comparator. The transistor’s output is connected to the relay coil. The bulbs are already 

connected to the relay contacts as mentioned earlier.  
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LED 1 represents the shaft of light bulb which is in normally closed (NC) condition with the relay. LED 2 represents the 

light beam bulb of the vehicle which is at the normally open terminal (NO) of the relay. Whenever a high-intense light 

falls on the LDR, its resistance drops thus creating an unbalance within the resistor formed between the LDR, and two 

resistors R1 and R2. This may create a trigger current which activates the transistor BC 547. The transistor gets into 

conduction mode and switches the relay. Hence the NC terminal will get disconnected and NO terminal will be switched. 

So, the vehicle’s headlight which is in bright mode (LED 1) gets turned off and therefore the ray of light mode (LED 2) 

gets turned on by the relay. This happens when the vehicle from the opposite side crosses our vehicle. Thus, because the 

other vehicle comes nearer, the intensity of that beam will increase and will hence switch our shaft of light to low beam. 

Because it moves away, the LDR will be turned far away from the moving vehicle. So, the LDR resistance increases and 

the bridge balance. There'll hence be no trigger current and also the relay switches back to its normal position. This will 

again activate the intense beam mode bulb in our vehicle. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure: Coding for LDR Reading 
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Figure: Coding for Automatic Dipping 

 

VIII. WORKING 

Based on the prototype, an actual working model of the identical circuit has been constructed. The precise same 

components have been utilized in its construction. The source required could be a 12 V DC supply. We have taken the 

DC source from battery. But in real-time application, this will be substituted from the car’s own battery pack. The 

headlights, LDR, transistor is all connected to the identical DC supply. For its working, we want to simulate the condition 

where the LDR is exposed to a bright light, which is really the headlight of another vehicle coming from the opposite 

side. Thus, the LDR encompasses a change in resistance. Under normal conditions, the vehicle is using beam bulb (shown 

as red LED during this case is taken into account under normal ideal conditions. At this stage, the relay is in NC condition. 

To know the real-time working of this circuit, a high intense flash light has been accustomed simulate the event of an 

approaching vehicle. Whenever, the LDR senses a light, it's to automatically switch from the irradiation mode to the shaft 

mode. So, till the LDR senses the brilliant light (approaching vehicle), the intense bulb will be ON (RED LED). Once 

the intensity of the incident light goes beyond a particular value, it implies that the vehicle is in close proximity of our 

vehicle.  

The LDR senses this strength and a drop in resistance are observed. This may send the transistor into conduction and 

therefore the relay switches its contacts. Hence, the NO contact which is connected to the low beam bulb gets turned ON. 

Because the relay is switched, the NC terminal is turned OFF. Thus, the ray of light is switched ON automatically (shown 

by BLUE LED in Figure). The left side of the figure is illuminated by a flash light to simulate the presence of an 

approaching vehicle. 


